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individual, while for me it meant the collective knowledge of a group. Until this discovery each of us found much of what the other had to say about the relation of knowledge to “what I have been to say” quite preposterous, and our responses to each other only heightened the sense of absurdity. “Negotiations” is another tricky term. For sociologists, it is a morally neutral characterization of the process by which different people come to a mutually acceptable understanding. But for most scientists it has overtones of duplicity and personal self-interest and suggests cynically splitting the difference in a disagreement rather than searching for a deeper understanding.

Rule 3: Do not assume that it is as easy as it may appear for you to penetrate the disciplinary language of others.

This is rule 2 again, viewed from the other direction. For while it may be obvious to you that others are missing your point, it requires a much greater expenditure of creative imagination to contemplate the possibility that you might be missing theirs. In particular, it is necessary to see for interpretations of what they are saying that are less absurd than the one that first crosses your mind. Collins and Pinch, and Barnes and Bloch, should have thought again before concluding that I was doing anything as silly as reading them to be putting forth unorthodox physics of their own devising. I should have asked myself whether Collins and Pinch could really have been engaged in a quixotic effort to undermine public confidence in relativity. You cannot argue successfully with people without first persuading them that you have more or less understood what they are trying to say.

In short, assume that people in another discipline really mean what they say, take the trouble to ascertain just what that might be, and, when you are confident of this, take care to formulate your criticism, if you still feel criticism is called for, in terms you can be confident will be understood. These rules for fruitful conversation are so obvious that I feel foolish setting them down. But their neglect, on both sides, is responsible for much of the heat of the science wars.

Chapter 8

HOW TO BE ANTISCIENTIFIC

Steven Shapin

I am not a commissioned officer in the so-called science wars. If anything, I am something between a common soldier and an interested witness to the current hostilities. I was trained in genetics, but for many years I have been a historian and sociologist of science, writing mostly about the development of science in the seventeenth century. I have suffered some minor shrapnel wounds from wildly aimed shells, but, in the main, the Defenders of Science have had bigger game to stalk and have left me to get on with my work and to reflect from a somewhat disengaged perspective on what is going on.

The immediate occasion for the science wars seems to be a series of claims about science made by some sociologists, cultural historians, and fuzzy-minded philosophers. (In my ordinary academic work, distinctions between these categories—and subdivisions within them—count as crucial, but in this piece for general readers I mainly lump them together.) As a matter of convenience, I refer to propositions about science as “metascience,” and, because it is very important to be clear about what is at issue, I list here just a few of the more contentious and provocative metascientific claims:

1. There is no such thing as the Scientific Method.
2. Modern science lives only in the day and for the day; it resembles

A French translation of a slightly different version of this essay has already appeared as “Être ou ne pas être antiscientifique,” *La recherche* 319 (April 1999), 72–79, and an excerpt has been published in German as “Von der Schwierigkeit, ein Wissenschaftsgegner zu sein,” *Frankfurter Rundschau*, 27 October 1998, sec. Humanwissenschaften, 9.

much more a stock-market speculation than a search for the truth about nature.

3. New knowledge is not science until it is made social.

4. An independent reality in the ordinary physical sense can neither be ascribed to the phenomena nor to the agencies of observation.

5. The conceptual basis of physics is a free invention of the human mind.

6. Scientists do not find order in nature, they put it there.

7. Science does not deserve the reputation it has so widely gained . . . of being wholly objective.

8. The picture of the scientist as a man with an open mind, someone who weighs the evidence for and against, is a lot of baloney.

9. Modern physics is based on some intrinsic acts of faith.

10. The scientific community is tolerant of unsubstantiated just-so stories.

11. At any historical moment, what pass as acceptable scientific explanations have both social determinants and social functions.

For many readers, even listing such statements is unnecessary: they will already be thoroughly familiar with sentiments like these associated with the writings of sociologists of science and academic fellow-travelers, as they will be equally familiar with the outraged reactions to them expressed by a number of natural scientists, convinced that such claims are motivated mainly or solely by hostility to science, or that they proceed from ignorance of science, or both. Science and rationality are said to be besieged by barbarians at the gate, and, unless such assertions are exposed for the rubbish they are, the institution of science, and its justified standing in modern culture, will be at risk. It is therefore incumbent on leading scientists themselves to speak out, to say what the real nature of science is, and to take a stand against the ignorance and the malevolence expressed in these claims.²

Nevertheless, I have to tell you—in the spirit of our troubled culture—that you have just become a victim of yet another hoax. None of these claims about the nature of science that I have just quoted, or minimally paraphrased, does in fact come from a sociologist, or a cultural studies academic, or a feminist or Marxist theoretician. Each is taken from the metascientific pronouncements of distinguished twentieth-century scientists, some Nobel Prize winners. (See the end of this chapter for a list of the sources.) Their authors include immunologist Peter Medawar, biochemists Erwin Chargaff and Gunther Stent, entomologist E. O. Wilson, mathematician turned scientific administrator Warren Weaver, physicists Niels Bohr, Brian Petley, and Albert Einstein, and evolutionary geneticist Richard C. Lewontin. This is not a mere a party trick—a device to turn the tables or to play intellectual Ping-Pong—though it would seem so if I left it at that. The point I want to make here is substantial, interesting, and potentially constructive: practically all of the claims about the nature of science that have occasioned such violent reaction on the part of some recent Defenders of Science have been intermittently but repeatedly expressed by scientists themselves: by many scientists of many disciplines, over many years, and in many contexts [14].³

Accordingly, we can be clear about one thing: it cannot be the claims themselves that are at issue, or the claims themselves that must proceed from ignorance or hostility. Rather, it is who has made such claims, and what motives can be attributed—plausibly, if often inaccurately and unfairly—to the kinds of people making the claims. So one of the very few, and very minor, modifications I have made in several of the quotations above is the substitution of the third-person "they" or "scientists" or "physicists" for the original "we." We are now, it seems, on the familiar terrain of everyday life: members of a family are permitted to say things about family affairs that outsiders are not allowed to say. It is not just a matter of truth or accuracy; it is a matter of decorum. Certain kinds of description will be heard as unwarranted criticism if they come from those thought to lack the moral or intellectual rights to make them.

Since what scientific family members often do when they make metascientific statements is to prescribe how members ought to behave—criticizing or praising—there is a tendency to assume that outsiders must be about the same business, though without equivalent entitlements. It is sometimes hard for scientists to understand how the description and interpretation of science could be anything other than coded prescription or evaluation: telling scientists what to do, or sorting out good from bad science, or saying that science as a whole is good or bad. It is hard to recognize, that is, what a naturalistic intention would be like in talking about science, since this is not a luxury readily available to members of the scientific family. Scientists have naturalistic inten-
tions with respect to their objects of study but rarely with respect to the practices for studying those objects. So, for example, some sociologists do indeed insist that scientific representations are "social constructions." And when some scientists read this they assume—wrongly, in most cases and in my view—that these sociologists have tacitly prefaced the phrase with the evaluative word "only," or "merely," or "just": science is only a social construction. To say that science is socially constructed is then taken as a way of detracting from the value of scientific propositions, denying that they are reliably about the natural world.

Scientists do that all the time: that is, they "deconstruct" particular scientific claims in their fields by identifying them as mere wish-fulfillment, mere fashion, mere social construction. But they do so to do science, to sort out truth from falsity about the bits of the natural world with which they are concerned. They rarely do so with what might be called a disciplinary intention of just describing and interpreting the nature of science. That is one major reason why we seem to be misunderstanding each other so badly. There are important differences in recognized disciplinary intentions, in seeing their different possibilities and purposes and values. We do not always adequately recognize these differences, and we ought to.

That is one lesson to take away from this little hoax. But it is neither the most interesting nor the most fundamental. The more fundamental observation is just that metascientific statements by scientists vary enormously. I have picked out some that resonate with descriptions offered by sociologists, but, of course, there are many that do not. When scientists say metascientific things, they commonly conflict with each other as well as conflicting, occasionally, with what sociologists say.

Indeed, some scientists' pronouncements on the nature of science insist that science is a realist enterprise; others stipulate that it is not. Science, these others say, is a phenomenological, instrumental, pragmatic, or conventional practice. Max Planck, for example, identified the endemic tendency "to postulate the existence of a real world," in the meta-physical sense, as "constituting[ing] the irrational element which exacts. Sociology of science, notably those Edinburgh school writers criticized by Steven Weinberg and others, have repeatedly stressed that the social component of scientific knowledge is not to be set against the causal role of unverbalized natural reality: the social component is seen as a condition for having experience of a recognized kind and for representing that experience in linguistic form. See, for example, Bloor 1991: "No consistent sociology could ever present knowledge as a fantasy unconnected with our experience of the material world around us" (33) and Barnes 1977: "[T]here are indeed one world, one reality, 'out there,' the source of all our perceptions" (25–26); see also Barnes 1992. I have no very satisfactory ideas why the Defenders of Science should miss the facts right in front of their eyes.

science can never shake off, and the proud name, 'Exact Science,' must not be permitted to cause anybody to under-estimate the significance of this element of irrationality" (1949, 106). J. Robert Oppenheimer supposed that laypeople were irritated by scientists' unwillingness to use words like "real" or "ultimate": the use of such notions would be a form of metaphysics, and science, Oppenheimer insisted, was a "non-metaphysical activity" (1954, 4). These positions are hard to square with such nervously defiant declarations as Steven Weinberg's: "[F]or me as a physicist the laws of nature are real in the same sense (whatever that is) as the rocks on the ground" (1998, 52). As it happens, physicists disagree on such things.

Moreover, some scientists—when they say that science is a realist enterprise—mean to pick out a special philosophical position by which theoretical entities are understood to refer to real existents in the world; others seem to be alluding to the sort of robust everyday realism that unites a range of sciences with the practices of everyday life, as when I might say in ordinary conversation, "Look at the cat sitting on the mat," directing someone's attention over there and not toward my speech organs or my brain. The realism advocated (rejected) in scientists' metascientific pronouncements is only very occasionally specified in such ways. Some scientists say that science aims at, or arrives at, one universal Truth, others say that the truths of sciences are plural, or that science is just "what works" and that Truth, or even correspondence with the world, is none of their concern—just "what is the case" or "what seems to be the case to the best of our current efforts and beliefs." Some say that science is Coming to an End—about to be completed—but we should understand that this imminent completion has been promised practically as long as there has been science. Other scientists pour scorn on any such idea: science, they say, is an open-ended problem-solving enterprise, where the problems are generated by our own current solutions and will continue to be, time without end.

Some scientists' metascientific pronouncements say that there is no such thing as a special, formalized, and universally applicable Scientific Method; others insist with equal vigor that there is. The latter, how-
ever, vary greatly when it comes to saying what that method is. Some scientists like Bacon, some like Descartes; some go for inductivism; some go for deductivism; some for hypothetico-deductivism; some for hypothetico-inductivism. Some say—with T. H. Huxley, Max Planck, Albert Einstein, and many others—that scientific thinking is a form of common sense and ordinary inference. "The whole of science," according to Einstein, "is nothing more than a refinement of everyday thinking" (1954, 319). Others, like the biologist Lewis Wolpert (1992), vehemently repudiate the commonsense nature of science and suggest that any such idea stems from ignorance or hostility. Few—either for or against the commonsense nature of science—display much curiosity about what common sense is or entertain the possibility that it too might be heterogeneous and protean.

You name it, it's been identified as the Scientific Method, or at least as the method of some practice anointed as the Queen of the Sciences, the most authentically scientific of sciences—usually, but not invariably, some particular version of modern physics. Collect textbook statements about the Scientific Method and see for yourself. Or ask your scientist-friends, one by one, to write down on a piece of paper (no collaborating! no peeking at a philosophy of science textbook!) what they take to be either the Scientific Method or even the formal method thought to be at work in their own practices or discipline. Some of your friends will have heard of Karl Popper, or of Thomas Kuhn, or of Paul Feyerabend and will have their preferences among these—though probably not many of them. (Why should they?) In which case, ask them to write down on another piece of paper what they take to be the position about Scientific Method recommended by their favorite philosopher. (You may find little correspondence with sociologists' or philosophers' professional sense of what Popperianism or Kuhnianism is, and, in any case, sociologists and philosophers also vary in their estimation of what Popper and Kuhn were really saying.)

You might also consider the cultural sources of our current repertoires for talking about Scientific Method. Few chemists, biologists, or physicists will have taken courses on Scientific Method (at least in Anglophone settings), but many psychologists or sociologists will have experienced almost total immersion in such material—ironically taken to be modeled on formal natural scientific method. Perhaps no small part of the enormous success of the natural sciences might be ascribed to the relative weakness of formal methodological discipline (18). It is at least a thought worth thinking. This was, for instance, the opinion of the physicist Percy Bridgman: "It seems to me that there is a great deal of ballyhoo about scientific method. I venture to think that the people who talk most about it are the people who do least about it. Scientific method is what working scientists do, not what other people or even they themselves may say about it. No working scientist, when he plans an experiment in the laboratory, asks himself whether he is being properly scientific, nor is he interested in whatever method he may be using as method... The working scientist is always too much concerned with getting down to brass tacks to be willing to spend his time on generalities... Scientific method is something talked about by people standing on the outside and wondering how the scientist manages to do it" (1955, 81).

When we consider the conceptual identity of science, the situation is much the same. Is science conceptually unified? To those scientists who consider that it is, a preferred idiom is a unifying materialist reductionism, though scientists of a mathematical or structural turn of mind reject both materialism and reductionism, while biologists continue intermittently to ponder whether there is a not a unique biological mode of thinking and unique biological levels of analysis. Just as E. O. Wilson is announcing a new—or rather a revived—plan for the reductionist unification of the sciences, natural and human, other scientists rebel against reductionism, against the claim that "the whole is the sum of its parts," or against its local manifestations in molecular biology, or they say that what had once been a search for understanding has now turned into a reductionist and shallow quest for explanations. Materialistic reductionism is just a sign that a Scientific Age of Iron has followed an intellectual Golden Age.

The conceptual unification of all the sciences on a hard and rigorous base of materialist reductionism is an old aspiration, but it has never

---

7. For Huxley, see Huxley 1900: "Science is, I believe, nothing but trained and organised common sense" (45); for Planck, see Planck 1949, 88.

8. For an interesting exploration of what scientists' professions of Popperianism might mean, see Mulkay and Gilbert 1981; for psychological assessments of scientists' grasp of formal logic, see Mahoney 1979 and Mahoney and DeMicheleum 1977.

9. For the most aggressive recent affirmation of reductionist unity, see Wilson 1998b, though Wilson now seems to have forgotten the complaints against rampant molecular reductionism he so eloquently expressed in his autobiography Naturalist (1995, chap. 12). Violently antireductionist statements by biologists are not, of course, hard to find: see, among many examples, Shulman 1998, May 1997, Chang 1963 and 1978, and Lewontin 1993. For what it is worth, Wilson's vision of reductionist unity is devastatingly taken apart by the philosopher Jerry Fodor: "[Wilson] suspects that if we resist consilience, that's because we're suffering from pluralism, nihilism, solipsism, relativism, idealism, deconstructionism and other symptoms of the French disease" (1998, 3, 6).
commanded (and does not now command) the assent of all scientists. In a whole range of natural sciences—though biology is probably the most pertinent case—reductionist unification is rejected, sometimes very violently, and in other parts of science reductionist unification just doesn’t figure. It may be somebody’s dream, but it’s hardly anybody’s work.

Recall that I started by picking out claims about the nature of science that I invited you to associate with ignorant or hostile nonscientists. Then I told you that these statements were in fact made by scientists. Taking the argument a step further, I then acknowledged that metascientific statements by scientists were very various—on all subjects, and on all levels—and that many of these conflicted with sentiments in the quoted set, and with each other.

From this circumstance one could draw a number of conclusions. The first would be that a certain set of these statements—say the first set—is hopelessly in error and that their opposites are correct. I don’t want to say that. If I did, it would be as much as saying that Medawar, Planck, and Einstein didn’t know what they were talking about, nor do the sociologists whose claims resemble theirs so closely. In all honesty, however, I have to admit that when I plow through the range of individual scientists’ metascientific statements I often find more internal variability than makes me professionally comfortable. I might even be accused of the sin of quoting isolated remarks out of context, and maybe I have. No one should tendentiously quote out of context, though perhaps quoting Peter Medawar out of context on the Scientific Method is a less serious offense than (I take a randomly chosen example) quoting Steven Shapin out of context on the role of trust in seventeenth-century English science: Medawar’s proper business is less damaged by such misleadingly selective quotation than mine. It is bad to quote out of context, or to quote misleadingly. It is bad for sociologists to do when writing about science or metascience, and it is bad for scientists to do when writing about the sociology of science. No, I want to say that the quoted set contains quite a lot of truth—with some qualifications that I am shortly going to make.

The second conclusion would be that all metascientific statements by practicing scientists are best ignored. For this view—at the risk of introducing a Cretan paradox—I can cite prominent scientists’ pronouncements too. It was, after all, Einstein who famously said that we should take little heed of scientists’ formal reflections on what they do; we should instead “fix [our] attention on their deeds”: “It has often been said, and certainly not without justification, that the man of science is a poor philosopher” (1954, 296, 318). So, if we follow Einstein and charitably allow the self-contradiction to pass, what one would be tempted to say is something like this: “Plants photosynthesize; plant biochemists are experts in knowing how plants photosynthesize; reflective and informed students of science are experts in knowing how plant biochemists know how plants photosynthesize.” As Aesop put it, the centipede does marvelously well in coordinating the movements of its hundred legs, less well in giving an account of how it does so. No skin off the centipede’s back, and no skin off the scientist’s back if it happens that she’s not very good at the systematic reflective understanding of her work. That’s not her job. And the point, of course, of Aesop’s fable is that the centipede pushed to reflective understanding winds up in an uncoordinated heap. Kuhn just follows Aesop in this regard.

That’s not really the conclusion I want to press either, though it does have something to recommend it. I see no necessary reason why certain scientists—perhaps not very many, given the pressures on their time and their other interests—shouldn’t be just as good at metascience as professional metascientists, nor any necessary reason why professionals in metascience should ignore the pronouncements of amateurs. Nor do professional metascientists—sociologists, historians, and philosophers—globally have to concede that practicing scientists “know the science better or best” or “know more science” than they themselves do, though it is very prudent to respect scientists’ particular expertise and to make sure, when one is writing about the object of that expertise, to “get it right.” They should take great care not to say something about photosynthesis or about the techniques for knowing about photosynthesis that is demonstrably wrong, as judged by the consensus of expert practitioners in that area.

The reason that sociologists, historians, and philosophers do not globally have to concede that “scientists know better about science” is that knowledge about contemporary plant biochemistry, for instance, is not the same thing as “knowledge about science.” There are many sciences at time present, and there have been many more sciences, and many versions of plant science, in past times, and who is to say that the historian or sociologist who knows something substantial about these many sciences knows “less science” than the contemporary plant bio-

10. Quoted more fully, Einstein said: “If you want to find out anything from the theoretical physicists about the methods they use, I advise you to stick closely to one principle: don’t listen to their words, fix your attention on their deeds” (1954, 296).
11. I believe I owe this formulation to a conversation with Harry Collins many years ago.
chemist who, pronouncing on the nature of science, knows less or even nothing at all.

I see no reason to turn the tables and celebrate as a fact that I know “more science” than my friend who is a plant biochemist. As it happens, I know almost nothing about photosynthesis beyond what I was taught in college courses in plant physiology and cell biology, and I would be morally wrong and intellectually careless if I pronounced on how matters stand in that part of present-day science. On the other hand, I happen to feel slightly miffed if I am lectured about how matters stand in seventeenth-century pneumatic chemistry by practicing scientists who are even more incompetent in that part of science than I am in contemporary plant biochemistry.

Almost needless to say, it’s vital that you get your facts right in the subject you’re writing about. That obligation is absolute and it’s general: it applies to sociologists and historians writing about the aspects of science in which they are interested, and it applies to scientists writing about the sociology and history of science. At the same time, one would hope that normal human and professional frailties would be recognized and that we would pause a nanosecond before ascribing to each other the basest possible motives and the most egregious degrees of incompetence. There is indeed some shoddy work in sociology and cultural studies, and some natural scientists persuasively say in public there is shoddy work in their parts of science. There is no excuse for shoddiness wherever it is found. But we should at the same time cut each other a little bit of slack. To err is human, but it is as likely that we err in appreciating each others’ intentions as it is that major blunders have been committed or that disciplinary hostility is at work. Before pointing fingers in the press or on public platforms, we might try conversations in a café or a pub. The likely result would be lower blood pressure and a less poisonous public culture.

Finally, as I suggested a while ago, scientists’ metascientific statements often function in the specific context of doing science, of criticizing or applauding certain scientific claims or programs or disciplines. That is to say, they may not be pure expressions of institutional intentions to describe and interpret science but tools in saying what ought to be believed or done within science as a whole or within a particular discipline or subdiscipline. Viewed in that way, such statements not only can be taken seriously by students of science, they must be taken seriously, but in a different way—as part of the topic that the sociologist or historian means to describe and interpret.

The major conclusions I want to come to concern both the variability of scientists’ metascientific statements and the nature of their relationship to what might loosely be called “science itself.” Here I’d like to say—and again I can call on the additional authority of Einstein and Planck to say it—that the relationships between metascientific claims and the range of concrete scientific beliefs and practices are always going to be intensely problematic. “In the temple of science,” Einstein said, “are many mansions” (1954, 224). It is a modernist legacy, inherited from the methodological Public Relations Officers of the seventeenth century, that science is one, and, accordingly, that its “essence” can be captured by any one coherent and systematic metascientific statement, methodological or conceptual. But, while the vision of scientific unification remains compelling to some, no plan for unification, and no account of the essence of science, carries conviction for more than a fraction of scientists. And that is one of my points.

So what happens if we follow the sentiments of many scientists (and incidentally that of increasing numbers of philosophers) that the sciences are many and diverse and that no coherent and systematic talk about a distinctive essence of science can make sense of the diversity or the concreteness of practices and beliefs? One thing that may happen is that we take a different view of the variability of metascientific statements, taken that is, as statements about the distinctive nature of something called “science.” We may want to say that different kinds of metascientific statements may pick out aspects of different kinds, or stages, or circumstances of the practices we happen to call scientific. Or different metascientific statements may contingently belong to the practices they purport to be about: as ideals, or norms, or strategic gestures signaling possible or desirable alliances. They may be true, or accurate, about science, but not globally true about science, just because no coherent and systematic statement could be globally true or accurate about science and could at the same time distinguish science from other forms of culture. Why ever should we expect that metascientific statements of any sort could hold for particle physics (which kind?) and for seismology and for the study of the reproductive physiology of marine worms? Some metascientific statements might be true about a range of scientific practices localized in time, place, and cultural context, but that is for us to find out, not to assume.

Something else follows from the recognition of diversity for current

12. For increasing pluralist sensibilities about science among philosophers, see, for example, Dupré 1993.
13. On this, see the classic essay by Isaiah Berlin 1998.
concern with antiscience. Because scientists' metascientific statements are diverse, and because it is possible that each picks out some real local features of some sciences, when considered from a certain point of view, the relationship between metascience and science is certainly problematic and at most contingent. For that reason alone, one can be allowed to dispute metascientific narratives of any kind without being understood to oppose science. If science is really as distinct from philosophy as some Defenders of Science insist it is, then it is puzzling in the extreme why they should be so upset when their favorite philosophy is criticized. Natural science justly possesses enormous cultural authority; philosophy of science possesses rather little. Some tactical mistake is surely being committed when the Defense of Science appears as a celebration of a particular philosophy, still more when it celebrates versions that have been tried and long abandoned as faulty by philosophers themselves.

How to be antiscientific, then? I can now tell you some ways in which you cannot be coherently and effectively antiscientific. You cannot be against science because you dislike its supposedly unique, unifying, and universally effective Method. You cannot be against science because it is essentially materialistic or essentially reductionist. You cannot be against science because it is essentially "instrumental rationality" or, indeed, because it contains irrationality. You cannot be against science because it is a realist enterprise or because it is a phenomenological enterprise. You cannot be against it because it violates common sense or because it is a form of common sense. Nor can you be against it because it is essentially hegemonic, or essentially bourgeois, or essentially masculinist. And, of course, it should go without saying that you cannot be coherently for science for any of these reasons either.

A thought experiment, then a qualification, and finally some remarks on a sense in which one can be antiscientific in real, substantial, and constructive ways. First, the thought experiment. I, and some of my colleagues in the history and sociology of science, are methodological relativists. That is to say, I maintain, on the basis of empirical and theoretical work, that the standards by which different groups of practitioners assess knowledge-claims are relative to context and that the appropriate methods to use in studying science should take that relativity into account. So far as the Scientific Method goes, like Peter Medawar and many other scientists, I am a skeptic. Further, this work leads me to believe that the natural world is probably extremely complex and that different cultures can stably and coherently classify and construe it in very different ways, according to their purposes and in light of the cultural legacies they bring to their engagements with the natural world. This position has been identified as antiscientific—motivated by ignorance and hostility—and, it is said, that people having such small faith in science should follow its logical conclusions: they should jump in front of cars or consult witch doctors rather than neurologists when their heads ache.

It is a silly and misguided argument, but nonetheless an interesting one to consider. I do not jump in front of cars and I do consult physicians when I need to do so. What does this prove? Not that I am insincere in my methodological relativism, or that I have contradicted myself, but that my genuine confidence in a range of modern scientific and technical practices and claims proceeds from different sources than my belief in some set of methodological metascientific stories. My confidence in science is very great: that is just to say that I am a typical member of the overall overeducated culture, a culture in which confidence in science is a mark of normalcy and which produces that confidence as we become and continue to be normal members of it.

I have been to the same sorts of schools as Alan Sokal, Steven Weinberg, Paul Gross, and Norman Levitt; we share other important cultural legacies and sensibilities; we probably vote the same way and like the same sorts of movies, though that's just a guess. Apart from our different academic disciplines, our institutional environment is much of a muchness; and if we met each other at a party with our name tags off, there's a decent chance that we'd hit it off pretty well. But, for all that, my professional confidence in a range of metascientific global stories about the Scientific Method, and its warrant for scientific effectiveness, is very low. So this is what is proved by my preference for physicians over witch doctors, for astronomers over astrologers: the grounds of my confidence in science have very little to do with metascientific stories, of any kind. And, arguably, the same situation obtains over a broad range of educated, and perhaps of not-so-educated people.

Now the qualification: in my academic work I have made, and I continue to make, claims about science that have an apparently global character, though to be honest I've become a bit more circumspect about making them as time has gone on. And I want to defend their character,
pertinence, and legitimacy. So, for example, I've been known to say that the social dimension of science is constitutive and that trust is a necessary condition for the making and maintenance of scientific knowledge. These are metascientific statements, and they are meant to apply to all scientific practices that I know of. So am I not hoist on my petard? I don't think so. The reason is that when I say such things about science, I am theorizing about the conditions for having knowledge of any kind, not doing is picking out a unique essence of science, meant to hold good for invertebrate zoology and for seismology and for particle physics (all kinds) and not to hold good for phrenology or accountancy or for the empirical and theoretical projects of everyday life. I may be right or wrong in the domain of theorizing-about-knowledge-of-any-kind, but I am not theorizing about a unique scientific essence. And that is the matter at issue.

Again the question: how to be antiscientific? As I said, being against the essence of science and being against one or other metascientific story uniquely about science are not very good ways of being antiscientific, nor do I find that my skepticism about the Scientific Method frees me in any way and to any degree from the base in the existence of electrons or in DNA as the biochemical basis of heredity. Those who are against the methodological or conceptual essence of science are against nothing very much in particular. And those who might be genuinely hostile to what they take to be the essence of science are probably just as ineffective as they are misguided. Who reads this stuff anyway? In order to corrupt the youth of Athens, you first have to get this stuff in their hands, then you have to get them to read it, and understand it, and care about it; then you have to persuade them—against the background of everything else they've been told—that you're right. Not such an easy business, really, as any teacher in my line of work knows.

But being against something in particular about science is both possible and legitimate. How to be against something in particular about science should one wish to be so? Here again it is good to listen to what some scientists themselves have to say. And if we listen to scientists (other than those who are taking the lead in the science wars), what we can hear is not a global defense of science, nor, of course, a global criticism of science. Rather, we can hear local criticisms of certain tendencies within science, or within parts of it—criticisms that are often substantial and vehemently expressed.

Some scientists are now violently critical of what they take to be the shallowness of reductionist programs, the tyrannizing and stifling
Superconducting Super collider cost too much relative to its advertised benefits, or that too much money is going to a cure for AIDS and too little for an AIDS vaccine, or that governments have got their priorities wrong as between AIDS research and diarrhea research, or that some science supported by the public treasury is trivial or intellectually unimaginitive, or that the links between publicly funded science and the commercial world are becoming worrying. And one should be able to say such things—again, if one wants—without being denounced as antiscientific. Some scientists say such things on a professional basis, and some citizens may want to say such things as responsible members of democratic societies. They must be free to do so, not intimidated into deferential silence.

My fear is that, if we carry on in our present courses, the ultimate and consequential casualties of the science wars will not be the job security of sociologists of science, but free, open, and informed public debate about the health of modern science. And the health of science ultimately depends on that debate.

Here are the sources for the notorious metascientific claims at the beginning of this essay:


5. Albert Einstein (physicist), Out of My Later Years (New York: Philosophical Library, 1950), 96; also Einstein, Ideas and Opinions (New York: Crown Publishers, 1954), 355. I have here slightly paraphrased Einstein’s original statement that the bases of physics cannot be inductively secured from experience, but “can only be attained by free invention.” Geometrical axioms—the bases of the deductive structure of physics—are, Einstein said, “free creations of the human mind” (1954, 234).
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